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The Spanish Chambers, in order to facilitate the strategy of Spanish companies in their
internationalisation effort, have created a Foreign Trade Database which offers correct and
precise information, updated monthly, on Spanish foreign trade. The Chamber Database offers
undoubted advantages, especially, amongst others, its ease of use and its rapid access.
The following explains, in a few steps, HOW TO USE THIS DATABASE and make the most of its
options.
The initial screen (shown below) offers the following fields for defining your query:

•
•
•
•

Import/Export. Allows you to select between import and export data.
Year. Defines the year selected (from 1998).
Period. Allows you to select the months to be displayed within the year selected before, and
even several months simultaneously by pressing the control key. You can also select the
entire year.
Product. Allows you to select a specific product, offering for this purpose the following four
classifications:
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Ø TARIC Classification, with 7,330 codes. This classification is broken down into the
following levels:
Nº Digits:
2
4
6
8

Position:
Chapter
Item
Harmonized System
Combined Nomenclature

Ø CNAE Classification, with 1,583 codes. The National Economic Activities
Classification from Spain (NACE – Rev. 1) is broken down into:
CATEGORY
DIVISIONS
GROUPS
CLASSES
SUBCLASSES

DESCRIPTION
2-DIGIT NUMERICAL CODE
3-DIGIT NUMERICAL CODE
4-DIGIT NUMERICAL CODE
5-DIGIT NUMERICAL CODE

The CNAE classification includes tertiary activities for which there is no information
on foreign trade of merchandise. The divisions that will have no available data are:
37-39; 41-71; 73; 75-91; 94-99.
Ø Sections, with 21 codes. Correspond to chapter additions.
Ø Usage groups (consumer, capital or intermediate goods).
In addition, this field has two systems to aid in selecting the product:
This is a search system. It allows you to search the sector based on a word entered.
This is a directory system and, therefore, it allows you to select a certain sector within any
of the general classifications displayed previously.
•

National area. Allows you to define the autonomous region or province selected. This
section also has a system that helps you select the national area:
allows you to select the area from a directory system.

•

International Area. Allows you to define the country, economic group or continent selected.
Specifically, the geographical classification offered by the Foreign Trade Database is the
following:
Ø 265 countries.
Ø 26 economic zones.
Ø 5 continents.
Ø Provinces.
Ø Autonomous Regions.
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As with the previous fields, this section offers a system that helps you select the
international area:
allows you to select the area from a directory system.
•

Localisation. Allows you to define the location of the companies, without personalised
identification, in order to apply operations according to the following options:
Ø Origin/Destination. By origin or destination of the exports or imports (Customs Office
entry or exit).
Ø Address. By the company's legal address.
Ø Origin/Destination Address. By origin or destination data on the exports.
When no information is available, the national area is assigned based on the
company's legal address.

•

Group by. Allows you to define how the data to be displayed is grouped. Thus, the data
can be displayed by:
Ø Country (or geographic area).
Ø Autonomous Region.
Ø Province.
Ø Chapter (sectorial).

•

Sort by. Allows you to define the order in which the data to be displayed is presented.
Specifically, the data may be sorted from greater to smaller or alphabetically, based on the
following criteria:
Ø Group. The results are sorted by the selection made in the previous box (“Group
by”).
Ø Weight.
Ø Value.
Ø Nº operations.

Once you have selected the necessary options, simply click
will be displayed in a few seconds.

button, and the query

The Spanish Foreign Trade Database also allows you to work with the data obtained, allowing you
to get more information through them. The options include:
Ø Download table. Use this option to download the results to your own computer in a text
format compatible with any common spreadsheet application.
Ø Cover rate/Trade balance. Displays the cover rate of the exports and the trade balance
based on the data obtained.
Ø Growth Rate. Displays the growth rate with respect to the same period of the previous year.
Ø Options for each result. Beside each of the results there are several options that allow you to
detail them. These sections vary depending on the selection made in "Group by”.
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§

For “Group by” Country:
- A.REG. Displays the results for that country by Autonomous Region.
- PROV. Displays the results for that country by provinces.
- CHAP. Displays the chapters exported or imported to/from that country.
- EVOL. Displays the evolution of the imports or exports for that country.

§

For “Group by” Autonomous Region:
- CTRY. Displays the results for that Region by countries.
- PROV. Displays the results for that Autonomous Region by provinces.
- CHAP. Displays the chapters imported or exported to/from that Region.
- EVOL. Displays the evolution of the imports or exports in that Autonomous
Region.

§

For “Group by” Province:
- CTRY. Displays the results for that province by countries.
- CHAP. Displays the chapters imported or exported to /from that province.
- EVOL. Displays the evolution of the imports or exports in that province.

§

For “Group by” Chapter:
- CTRY. Displays the results for that chapter by countries.
- A.REG. Displays the results for that chapter by Autonomous Region.
- PROV. Displays the results for that chapter by provinces.
- EVOL. Displays the evolution of the imports or exports for that chapter.

UPDATE SERVICE
Updating queries: This service allows you to receive, as soon as the
Database is updated, by e-mail during 12 months, monthly information of the query you have made.
The following describes how this service works:
§ Service registration. Allows you to sign up for the update service. To do so, you must
provide certain details, an E-mail address, password, Tax ID and name of the
company.
§ Receive update. Allows you to subscribe to the query for which you are interested in
receiving updated information, periodically for 12 months.
§ Manage my queries. Allows you to manage your queries. You can access the list of
queries you have subscribed to at any time, and delete those that, when appropriate,
are no longer of interest to you.
Additionally, the Import/Export Companies link takes you to the Directory of Spanish Export and
Import Companies, where you will find information on the specific companies that perform the foreign
trade operations listed in your query.
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